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Address Hollingsworth and Vose 
106 Industrial Boulevard 
Hawkinsville, GA 31036

Country USA

State Georgia

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Media to protect people, machines and the global environment—our focus on filtration and separation allows us to understand your applications
and process needs. Explore our extensive product lines and see how we can help improve your filter products.

Air Filtration

From cabin air to cleanroom applications, H&V develops high performance media using a variety of materials and technologies. With our breadth of
process capabilities and locations, we are the world leader in the air filtration market.

Liquid Filtration

Our finest microfiberglass, synthetic nanoweb, custom cellulose blends and latest process technologies drive our leadership in the liquid filtration
market. Customized composites give you the filtration, water separation and purity you need in you engine, process fluids, food & beverage or medical
applications.
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